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The LED information panel raises awareness
and encourages noise-conscious driving.
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LED
raises
awareness and encourages noise-con-

scious driving, which leads to a significant noise reduction in most
cases. In turn, this improves quality of life considerably.

NOISE MEASUREMENT USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The highly sensitive sensor detects ambient noise and uses integrated machine
learning software to analyse its profile. This distinguishes between cars, motorbikes and lorries and the the numbers of axles of the vehicles will be detected
as well. The sensor also recognises the direction of travel and speed based on
the noise emission.

The highly sensitive sensor detects ambient
noise and uses integrated AI machine learning software to analyse its profile.

The LED information panel raises awareness and encourages noise-conscious
driving. Practical experience has shown significant success in reducing noise at
locations fitted with SWISSNOISE AI.
There are plans to extend detection capabilities to also include electric vehicles
and electric bicycles.

Data visualisation in a neatly arranged dashboard with separate customer portal.

IDEAL APPLICATION
AREAS

TECHNICAL
FEATURES

COMBINABLE
PRODUCTS

Impact analyses for 30 km/h speed
limits
Recording of noise emissions
Awareness raising among vehicle
owners

Fixed or mobile counting station
Solar-powered if mobile
Accurate lane tracking
Real-time data
With LED display
Proprietary dashboard

SWISSANPR AI
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SENSOR
Acoustic sensor, 2 omnidirectional
microphones, distinguishes max. 2
lanes, speeds from 10 to 80 km/h
DIMENSIONS: 339L x 295W x 152H mm
TEMPERATURE: -30°C to +80°C
INSTALLATION HEIGHT: 3m - 6m
DATA TRANSMISSION:
4G / WiFi (encrypted) / Ethernet.
POWER SUPPLY:
12V/24V or 230V
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Number plate recognition

Reliability

•

•

Directionally separated recording of noise
Differentiation between vehicle noise and
ambient noise
Simultaneous direction-separated counting
Differentiation of vehicle classes motorbike,
car, truck, bicycle (soon also electric cars and
electric bicycles)
Real-time indication on LED panel when noise
limit is exceeded or not reached, to raise
awareness
Recognize the numbers of vehicle axles

Possibility to combine with number plate recognition: Origin (municipality, canton, country),
make and exact type, CO2 emissions, engine
capacity, electric hybrid petrol-diesel vehicle,
type of gearbox, year of vehicle, age group of the
owner

Works perfectly even in wet, windy or foggy
conditions

POWER CONSUMPTION: 10 Watt
BATTERY:
2x 60 Ah or 120 Ah + solar kit,
1 week autonomy
GRAPHICS/IMPRINT:
According to customer request
LED-DISPLAY
SOLUTION: 16 x 64 pixels
DENSITY: IP54
DIMENSIONS: 1000 x 600 x 55 cm
LED BRIGHTNESS:
6000 cd/m2, Autom. control via
ambient sensor
TEMPERATURE: -35°C to +70°C
LED-COLOURS:
RGB: red, green, blue; mixed colours:
yellow, cyan, magenta, white
READABILITY: 50-55m
INTERFACE: WLAN-Client ESP
POWER SUPPLY:
12V/24V or 230V
POWER CONSUMPTION: 5 Watt
BATTERIE FOR 7 DAYS AUTONOMY:
1x 60 Ah; solar kit optional
MOUNT HEIGHT:
Min. 2.5m lower edge
DISTANCE TO NOISE SENSOR:
about 100m
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